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Project Report: NSF OCE-1641453 
EAGER: Developing At-Sea & Telepresence-Led Deep-Submergence Science Leadership 

Project PIs/Mentors  
CL Van Dover (Duke University), KL Bates (Duke University), DK Blackman (Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography), DJ Fornari (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution), SA Soule (Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution)1 

OVERVIEW 
A training experience for Early Career Scientists was developed and carried out, with the goal of 
increasing participants understanding of current Deep Submergence capabilities and readiness 
to propose and conduct their own research using these assets within a few-year timeframe.  Two 
dozen ECS participated in person and 56 individuals signed up to tune in remotely. New research 
on methane seeps was carried out with Alvin, Sentry, and ship-deployed, standard CTD and 
hydrographic wire tools on the Mid Atlantic slope south of Woods Hole MA, including geological, 
chemical, oceanographic, and biologic sampling and characterizations.  Telepresence was used 
for both scientific purposes and outreach between ship and shore, with an aim to assess its 
effectiveness and explore ECS-driven modes of using it. Outreach was multi-pronged, with a 
variety of social media avenues, live museum interviews, traditional media spotlights and public 
web streaming of shipboard video. 

INTRODUCTION 
In 2011, the University National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) introduced Chief 
Scientist Training Cruises to engage Early Career Scientists (ECS) and new users with leadership 
responsibilities of multi-disciplinary science at sea (Reimers & Alberts 2012).  To date, there have 
been six at-sea training cruises, including the first training cruise on a global class UNOLS vessel 
in 2016 (R/V Thompson) with 21 ECS participants2.  The total number of ECS who have joined 
training cruises at sea now stands at 120 individuals. In support of this engagement with ECS and 
new users, a roadmap for oceanographic expeditionary planning (DeSilva & Girguis 2014) is 
available on the UNOLS website.  In addition, an on-shore ‘Alvin New Users Workshop’ was 
convened at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) in September 2015 (12 
participants) and focused on capabilities, sampling, and proposal strategies, with dive simulations 
for recently graduated PhDs and post-docs, most with limited exposure to deep-submergence 
field experiments.  The UNOLS Office maintains a longitudinal record of UNOLS-supported 

                                                      
1  E-mail addresses: c.vandover@duke.edu, karl.bates@duke.edu, dblackman@ucsd.edu, 
dfornari@whoi.edu, ssoule@whoi.edu 
2 PIs of earlier Chief-Scientist Training Cruises—Claire Reimers, Ken Coale, and Allan Devole—offered 
insights that helped shape the successful proposal that supported this work. 

https://www.unols.org/ship-schedules/cruise-planning-information-scientists
mailto:c.vandover@duke.edu
mailto:dblackman@ucsd.edu
mailto:dfornari@whoi.edu
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oceanographic trainees and their subsequent engagement in oceanographic research proposals 
and expeditions.   

The Deep-Submergence Science Committee (DeSSC) initiated an ECS program in 2012, and has 
convened 4 workshops for ECS/New Users as an extension of its fall meeting.  These workshops 
focused on deep-sea research, grant writing, technology, data management, etc.  As a result of 
this and other DeSSC efforts, including the recent DESCEND 2 workshop 1  that solicited 
participation by ECS, there exists a cohort of ECS and new users well aware of deep-submergence 
assets and capabilities and who are informed about priorities for research in the deep sea.   Until 
this project, there had been no at-sea leadership development opportunities for ECS using 
National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) assets.    

Separately, NSF has supported exploration of new approaches to telepresence-enabled 
oceanographic research, and the deep-submergence science community has been a major player 
in this effort, including the TREET program (Transforming Remotely-Conducted Research through 
Ethnography, Education, & Rapidly Evolving Technologies) led by C German (WHOI).  ECS have 
yet to be engaged as leaders in telepresence research programs. 

In this EAGER program, we conducted a research and training cruise for 24 Early Career Scientists.  
Novel to this program were the use of the NDSF assets Alvin and Sentry at sea, research 
telepresence2 between the Inner Space Center (ISC) University of Rhode Island and R/V Atlantis, 
and the explicit inclusion of a science communication component.   

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
Key objectives included providing ECS with experience in:  

i. planning and executing collaborative, interdisciplinary  research 
ii. leadership in cruise and dive/mission planning and execution 

iii. integration of instrumentation with Alvin/Sentry/other deep-submergence assets 
iv. telepresence-enabled data acquisition and seafloor-to-ship-to-shore communications 
v. data management, sharing, reporting 

vi. science communication and outreach to broader audience(s) 

                                                      
1 “Developing Submergence SCiencE for the Next Decade”.  This workshop focused on defining critical 
research themes and identifying how both existing and new deep-submergence technologies can be 
better deployed to help address these research needs. 
2 Telepresence Level 3 (UNOLS Telepresence Guidance Document) was provided through HiSeasNet (6x3 
Mhz).  Includes high-definition (HD) video [including a mobile telepresence unit (MTU) on Atlantis], two 
way audio, and data transfers; network speeds of about 6 Mbps ship-to-shore, and 3 Mbps shore-to-ship 
(see subcontract, supplementary docs).  We are grateful Dwight Coleman and his team (Inner Space 
Center, URI), Kevin Walsh (HiSeasNet, Scripps Institution of Oceanography), Ken Feldman (U 
Washington), and Julian Dale (Duke University) for their technical support of the telepresence effort. 

 

http://www.whoi.edu/treet
https://www.unols.org/sites/default/files/UNOLS%20Telepresence%20Guidance%2016Feb16_3.pdf
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PROGRAM TIMELINE 
As planning for the program evolved, high-level constraints emerged, including use of Woods 
Hole as the start and end port, a maximum of 8 days on station, plus a personnel exchange mid-
way through the cruise.  The Project evolved according to the timeline in Table 1. 

RESEARCH POTENTIAL 
Deep-submergence science opportunities for Alvin dives and Sentry missions included numerous 
shallow (~500 m) and deep (~1500 m) seep sites (Skarke et al. 2014) and canyon environments 
(Quattrini et al. 2016) at the shelf-break off Woods Hole.  These and other sites in the area 
provided opportunities for biological, chemical, geological, and physical oceanographers.  Final 
study site selection is illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  AT36 study site locations.  Courtesy A Skarke. 

RECRUITMENT OF EARLY CAREER SCIENTISTS 
An Announcement of Opportunity (Appendix 1) for the Leadership Training Cruise was 
distributed to the UNOLS listserv, including the UNOLS early-career scientist listserv.  Individuals 
were required to complete an application that collected demographic information as well as 
statements of research and training goals, plans for use of NDSF assets over the next five years, 
referees, etc. 

Thirty-one applications were received, from which 24 finalists (Table 1) and 4 alternates were 
selected after review and discussion of application materials by the PIs.  The 24 finalists (Figure 
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2, Appendix 2) were of high caliber, diverse, representing different ranks, disciplines, geographic 
regions, and institutions (Table 2).  There were twice as many women as men.   

 
Figure 2. The EAGER AT36 Team. 

CO-CHIEF SCIENTIST SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP 
Mentors nominated potential Co-Chief Scientists and then ranked nominees from among the 
well-qualified individuals after review and discussion of applications, experience, and 
demonstrated leadership.  Letters of reference were sought for the top candidates, and a 
unanimous vote selected Drs. Anne Dekas and Adam Skarke to be Co-Chiefs from a slate of strong 
candidates.  The science party organized itself into sampling teams under the guidance of the Co-
Chiefs; leadership responsibilities were distributed through these teams and through assignment 
to other tasks, including sample logging, sample basket preparation, etc. 
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Table 2. Participant demographics 

RANK   DISCIPLINES  
Assistant/Associate Professors 6  Biological Oceanography 11 
Post-Doctoral Scholars 13  Biogeochemistry/Microbiology 4 
PhD Students 5  Chemical Oceanography 3 
   Marine Geology/Geochemistry 2 
GENDER   Physical Oceanography 1 
Female 16  Paleoceanography 2 
Male 8  Marine Biology 1 
     
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION   Number of Institutions 213 
East Coast 10    
West Coast 8    
Gulf Coast 3    
Central 3    

                                                      
1 J Dale (Marine Engineer), A Williams (Videographer), K Feldman (Res Tech) and N St Fleur (NY Times, 
leg 2 only) were also aboard Atlantis. 
2 Participated remotely on Leg 2. 
3 Boston University, California Institute of Technology, California State University Monterey, California State 

University Sacramento, Columbia University (LDEO), Duke University, Harvard University, Monterey Bay Aquarium 
Research Institute, Mississippi State University, North Carolina State University, NY City College of Technology, 
Stanford University, University of Alabama, University of California Santa Cruz, University of Cincinnati, University 
of Maryland Eastern Shore, University of Minnesota, University of Rochester, University of South Florida, 
University of Southern California, University of Utah 

Table 1. Scientific Party1  

Team A (ISC Leg 1) Team B (Atlantis Leg 1) 

PARTICIPANTS 
Dekas A, Co-Chief Sci  

PARTICIPANTS 
Skarke A, Co-Chief Sci 

Bagge L Borelli C 
Barco R Boulahanis B 
Djurhuus A Bowman C 
Fernandez J Bush S 
Fulweiler R Brugler M 
Kinsey J Hoffman C 
Kocot K Jungbluth S 
Navarro M Marlow J 
Pasulka A2 McVeigh D 
Wagner, A Netburn A 
Zambon J Twing K 
 
MENTORS 

 
MENTORS 

Van Dover C Blackman D 
Bates K Fornari D 
Soule A  
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CRUISE PREPARATION 
Cruise preparation took place through a series of hundreds of e-mail conversations and 
videoconferences1 from April through July 2016 (Table 3).   
 

Table 3. Cruise Preparation Timeline 

05 April Evaluation of applicants Mentors 
26 April Participants confirmed, biosketches circulated Co-chiefs 
6 May Initial pre-cruise planning call WHOI, Mentors, Co-Chiefs 
13 May Full pre-cruise planning call WHOI, All* (participants listen in) 
19, 23 May All-hands meetings2 All 
31 May Detailed cruise planning & team assignments Co-Chiefs and mentors 
by 3 June Individual team meetings (calls) Participants 
6 June Assessment survey planning call Mentors, Harvard colleagues 
16 June Dive planning, sample logs, outreach Mentors, Co-Chiefs, WHOI Media 
24 June WHOI Training agenda review Mentors 
20 July Alvin dive briefing3 Alvin Pilot, Participants, Mentors 

* All=Mentors, Co-chiefs, Participants 

PRE-CRUISE TRAINING PROGRAM 26-27 JULY 2016 
Participants arrived in Woods Hole on 25 July in time to attend an evening 
reception/dinner/icebreaker at Fenno House.  WHOI leaders, scientists, and NDSF operations 
personnel joined the social event. 
 
On 26-27 July, invited speakers engaged with participants on key training topics, with emphasis 
on introductions to UNOLS, DeSSC, and the National Deep-Submergence Facility.  The full agenda 
may be found in 2.  Each presentation was recorded.  The on-line video archive listing may be 
found in Appendix 3. 

SUPPORTING TEAMS 
Sentry Operations Team, led by Carl Kaiser 
Alvin Operations Team, led by Bob Waters 
R/V Atlantis Captain Al Lunt, Officers, and Crew 
WHOI SSSG Techs: Dave Sims, Allison Heater 
Data Tech: Ken Feldman (U Washington) 
Inner Space Center, U Rhode Island, led by Dwight Coleman 
UNOLS: Annette de Silva 
WHOI Graphics: Tim Silva 

                                                      
1 We used ZOOM and BlueJeans as our videoconferencing platforms. 
2 A recording of the 23 May meeting may be found here: https://bluejeans.com/s/9IS4/ 
3 Recording of this session may be found at: https://bluejeans.com/s/a0Ry/ 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__bluejeans.com_s_a0Ry_&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=IAGRYBA1stPhNX_BedGhftJVVcLz036QVJVvoDUVNms&s=vHOH8INbKy_HBCadbGlRYvwzqhqqi06F-nvB5vaAbhg&e=
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Remote Early Career Scientists 
As the program developed, we undertook to engage additional, ‘Remote ECS’ through 
telepresence.  We had 56 respondents (Appendix 4) from 24 US institutions1, one federal agency 
(US Fish & Wildlife Service), and 7 countries2 to our Announcement of Opportunity that was 
distributed to the UNOLS listservs and that found its way to an international list serv.  Remote 
ECS had access to live video feeds during the on-shore (pre-cruise) training sessions (Appendix 
2), all live science feeds from Atlantis and the Inner Space Center, and to the archived video 
sessions (Appendix 3). 

TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
To summarize the large number of training activities undertaken, we have summarized these 
activities according to asset (Alvin, Sentry, Multicorer and MISO camera system, CTD, Gravity 
Core, XBT) and approach (Telepresence, Science Communication) in Tables 4 through 12 below. 
 
In addition to these activities, the mentors presented a short series of topical talks during the 
cruise: 

Television Interview Training KARL BATES  
Navigation: What ties it all together DAN FORNARI 
NSF: Insights from a former Program Manager DONNA BLACKMAN 
Effective Multidisciplinary Proposal Strategies I CINDY VAN DOVER  
Elevators and Elephants: Equipment options of NDSF ADAM SOULE 
 
 

  

                                                      
1 American Museum of Natural History, Bigelow Laboratory, Duke University, East Carolina University, 
Lehigh University, Louisiana State University, NY City College of Technology, University of Oregon, Oregon 
State University, Rosenstiel School of Marine Science, Rutgers University, Texas A&M University Corpus 
Christie, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of Alaska Fairbanks, University of Florida, 
University of Hawaii, University of Maryland Eastern Shore, University of Maryland College Park, 
University of Michigan, University of Puerto Mayaguez, University of Rhode Island, University of South 
Carolina, University of Washington, Virginia Union University, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 
2 Brazil (2), Canada (4), Chile, England, India, Italy, Nairobi. 
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Table 4.  ALVIN OPERATIONS 

TRAINING ACTIVITIES COMMENTS 

9 Dives 
A4827 Engineering (29 July) 
A4828 Veatch Canyon (30 July) 
A4829 Shallop Canyon W (1 Aug) 
A4830 Shallop Canyon W (1 Aug) 
A4831 Hydrographer Canyon (3 Aug) 
A4832 Shallop Canyon E (4 Aug) 
A4833 New England Seep 2 (5 Aug) 
A4834 New England Seep 2 (5 Aug) 
A4835 Veatch Canyon 

31 July dive cancelled to allow for Variable Ballast 
Pump repairs. 

A4831 included the first-ever (?) new Alvin mid-
water dive. 

4 August morning dive cancelled due to ground fault 
in 24V system.   

Two days with ‘bounce’ dives (1 and 5 Aug) helped 
increase the number of participants able to 
experience Alvin. 

Participants consulted with Alvin engineers to 
design a new tool for recovering crab specimens. 

Divers 
14 participants dived in Alvin 

Bagge, Barco, Borelli, Bowman, Bush, Dekas, 
Djuurhuus, Fernandez, Fulweiller, Hoffman, Kinsey, 
Kocot, Twing, Wagner (plus Dufour, NSF Program 
Manager) 

Dive Planning 
Site selection 
Divers  
Dive plans 
Waypoints  
Sampling priorities 

 

Co-Chief Scientists were responsible for site 
selection in consultation with mentors to optimize 
site locations within constraints of the field 
program.   

Co-Chiefs also developed a transparent set of 
guidelines for selection of individuals who would 
dive in Alvin based on seniority, the likelihood of 
submitting a proposal for NDSF work in the near 
future, scientific requirement to dive (e.g., to test an 
instrument) and whether or not a participant had 
previously dived in Alvin.   

Dive plans were prepared by the Co-Chief Scientist 
aboard Atlantis in consultation with the participants 
at ISC and on the ship and oversight from the 
mentors and Alvin team. 

Waypoints and sampling priorities were developed 
by consensus through discussions among 
participants and discussion with Alvin Ops leaders.  
Some participants had the opportunity to review 
past Alvin dive logs and PI reports to select dive 
waypoints. 

Navigation 
Underlays 

   Track plots 

Co-Chief Scientists and participants accessed 
gridded data from NGDC and used these to 
prepare underlays for Alvin navigation.   
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Sampling and Sample Processing 
Basket layout 
Water sampling 

Niskins 
3rd-party water sampler 

Push cores 
Biology samples 
Rock samples 
Slurp samples 

Including mid-water work 
Sample logs 

   Dive summaries 

Co-Chief Scientists provided oversight for basket 
layout and sampling priorities in consultation with 
the Alvin Ops team.   

Sampling priorities were drafted by water, 
sediment, and benthic teams prior to the start of the 
cruise and refined daily as appropriate.   

Responsibilities for basket management, sample 
logs, etc., were distributed among participants. 

Video 
In-hull systems 

   Post-dive editing 

Divers were exposed to video options in the sub and 
all shipboard participants had access to video files 
on each leg.   

Best practices in in-hull video work were not 
covered due to lack of time to focus on this. 

Other shipboard activities prevented most 
individuals from undertaking post-dive video 
reviewing and editing.   

Text Messaging Sub-Ship text messaging was available to the 
science team.  It was used both to resolve 
questions and to update the ship and shore 
participants with activities.  The mid-water texting 
on A4831 is one example, where the success of the 
effort was conveyed while the dive was underway 
(Figure 3). 

Mid-Water Sampling Alvin undertook its first mid-water sampling since 
the upgrade at the instigation of ECS.  Achieving 
neutral buoyancy to observe and sample at 250 m, 
500m, 750 m in 1000 m total water depth was 
successful. A hyperiid amphipod and its salp house 
collected on the mid-water dive is shown in Figure 
4. 

 

 
Figure 3.  One of the first science chats, Alvin to Atlantis. 
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Figure 4. Phronima sp. (hyperiid amphipod) and its salp house from 
mid-water Alvin sampling.  Photo by ECS Laura Bagge. 

 

 
Table 5. SENTRY OPERATIONS 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Dives (local time) 
S386 Veatch Canyon 3 (28/29 July) 
S387 New England Seep 2 (29/30 July) 
S388 Veatch 1 (30/31 July) 
S389 New England Seep 3 (4/5 Aug) 
S390 Veatch Canyon (5/6 Aug) 

Sentry gently touched bottom on the first dive, hit 
bottom hard on the second dive, and became stuck 
on the bottom on the third dive.  Further dives were 
scrubbed as Sentry Team worked to resolve the issue 
of a ~30-pound weight gain. 

Sentry was deconstructed to inspect for failure.  None 
was found.  Redeployed with caution. 

S389 deployment, multibeam only, with initial 
protocol designed to test behavior, followed by 
extensive mapping; detected an ORP anomaly co-
located with a carbonate shelf. 

S390 – first science use of Edgetech 850 sidescan 
sonar! 

Dive Planning 
Site selection 

 
 

Co-Chief Scientists developed a site-selection 
strategy pre-cruise designed to provide sufficient 
time for data processing to deliver reconnaissance 
information in advance of Alvin dives to the same 
location. 

Daily mission planning was led by a participant in the 
Sentry Science Team, in consultation with the Co-
Chiefs and Sentry Ops leader. 
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Data Gathering and Analysis 
Science Instruments 

Multibeam 
Water column 
Bathymetry 

850 KHz Sidescan Sonar 
Camera 
Sensors 

Temperature 
Depth 
Oxidation-Reduction Potential 
O2 

Sentry Dive Reports generated by the Sentry Team 
were shared with participants.  Reports include 
sections on vehicle configuration, positions, 
narrative, issues and proposed solutions, dive stats, 
sensor information, and plots and images (nav plot, 
sensor time-series and georeferenced plots). 
 

 
Table 6. MULTICORE 400 WITH MISO SYSTEMS (IMAGING, DEPTH, ALTITUDE) OPERATIONS 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Deployments 
#1 29 Jul (39 46, 69 35) 
#2 29/30 Jul (39 54, 69 15) 
#3 31 Jul (39 52, 69 17) 
#4 03 Aug Shallop Canyon E (failed) 
#5 04 Aug Shallop Canyon E 
#6 04 Aug Shallop Canyon E Towing 
#7 05/06 Aug Veatch C (cam battery 
failed) 

Multicore (Figure 5) training operations were led by 
mentors D Fornari, A Soule, with participant trainees.   

30 Aug: With horizontal and vertical-viewing cameras 
for water column imaging (Figure 6). 

4 Aug: dual multicore deployment – second 
deployment used in reconnaissance vertical imaging 
mode to characterize a previously unexplored 
acoustic plume signal 

 

 
Figure 5.  MISO Multicorer System (left); image of sampling area (4 m altitude; laser dots 10 cm apart) 
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Figure 6.  Multicore mid-water images. 

 

Table 7. CTD 911 OPERATIONS 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Deployments 
#1 31 July Veatch Canyon 
#2 31 July New England Seep 2 
#3 03 Aug Hydrographer Canyon 
#4 04 Aug  New England Seep 3 

Participants worked with SSSG techs to deploy and 
recover the CTD rosette and they handled the winch 
and sampling.  Participant Anni Durjhuus gave a CTD 
training session about using R to plot CTD data to the 
ISC participants on Leg 1.  

 
Table 8. GRAVITY CORE OPERATIONS 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Deployments 
#1 30 Jul 39 48.4, 69 35.56 
#2 31 Jul 39 48.35, 69 35.5 

 

 
Table 9. XBTs 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Deployments 
#1 29 Jul 39 50.3, 69 37.2  
#2 29 Jul 39 53.3, 69 17.81 
#3 31 Jul 39 49.48, 69 31.12 
#4 31 Jul 39 51.58, 69 19.28 
#5-8 6 Aug (transit from Veatch to WH) 
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Table 10. MULTIBEAM 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Surveys 
#1 30 July transit 
#2 01 Aug 
#3 5 Aug at ORP anomaly detected by 
Sentry 

Seep bubble plume at 
Veatch Canyon 2 relocated 
using shipboard multibeam 
water column data. 

 
Table 11. TELEPRESENCE 

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Training Sessions (1115h) Bates, Fornari, Van Dover, Blackman, Soule  

Science Planning Meetings (1300h) Daily sessions to discuss Alvin and Sentry plans and 
other activities, priorities. 

Science Debriefs (1830 h) Daily sessions to hear Alvin diver debriefs, various 
updates, further planning. 

Science discussions (ad lib) Multiple sessions among subgroups, between 
individuals or members of teams, between co-chiefs, 
and with co-chiefs and mentors. 

Data Transmission A key part of the telepresence experience was the 
ability to move large data files from ship to shore 
during dedicated transmission intervals.  This 
provided ISC participants with datasets (e.g., CTD 
data, Sentry images, Alvin navigation files) for plotting 
and in-depth analysis. 

Slack (https://slack.com/) Slack was used to maintain dialogue during 
telepresence sessions when the satellite dropped 
out.  Remote participants were also invited to Slack 
chats.  Slack activity also helped build communities 
among the ship and shore participants. 

NOAA Ocean Exploration NOAA Educator Telepresence Immersion Workshop 
at ISC.  ECS participants shared the experience on 4 
Aug with 9 educators (reach of 530 students).  See 
Appendix 5 for agenda. 

General Remarks The many different modes of engagement with 
telepresence infrastructure are illustrated in Figure 7. 
There was creative use of telepresence throughout 
the cruise by ECS.  Powerpoint presentations were 
routine, as was switching computers so that maps, 
images, dive plans, etc. could be shared.  At one 
point, video of a multibeam image on a cell phone 
was relayed from ship to shore to illustrate a 
discussion of a plume detected a few minutes earlier 
using the shipboard multibeam.   
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Figure 7. Diagram of the telepresence feeds and hubs on Atlantis to the Mobile Telepresence Unit 

(MTU) to shore.  Direct communications from Alvin to shore were not accomplished. 
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Table 12. SCIENCE COMMUNICATION  

TRAINING ACTIVITY COMMENTS 

Science communication talks Mentor KL Bates introduced basic concepts of clear 
communication and explained how scientific 
communication generally differs from the way non-
scientists prefer to be reached. https://youtu.be/n-
gtGIVddRg 

Bates also discussed social media tools and tactics 
that the ECS would be encouraged to use during 
both legs of the training cruise.  
https://youtu.be/BsunMdmsWmg) 

Interview Training through Experiential 
Learning  

Bates and shipboard videographer Anthony 
Williams of Kansas State University performed brief 
on-camera interviews with each trainee called 
“What do YOU do?” that are to be provided in 
unedited form to each participant for potential use 
at their home institutions, together with ‘B roll’ 
video of shipboard activities. 

Documentary Film (Underwater Currents) A documentary film crew hired by WHOI to do a 
short film about Alvin interviewed ECS participants 
aboard the ship during Leg 1. 

NY Times Facebook Live Leg 2: New York Times reporter Nicholas St. Fleur 
put several shipboard ECS on camera for live and 
taped video interviews. 

NY Times - Science Times  St Fleur interviewed ECS and cruise participants 
(operations teams, mentors, ship’s crew) for a 
Science Times article. 

Live YouTube Interviews with Divers Divers were interviewed on camera before and 
after their dives for telepresence and live-stream to 
the web. 

Outreach to American Museum of Natural 
History, NC Museum of Natural Science 

Several ECS on ship and shore participated in live 
video links with audiences at these museums (2 
times per museum) during Leg 2.  ECS M Brugler led 

the AMNH initiative.  
 
AMNH videos: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B50SQT3hr-
hUcEk1NjlITEtRaDQ 

Outreach to So. California High School ECS Colleen Hoffman initiated this Facebook Live 
effort, and improvised with Facebook Messenger 
for a Q&A session given our poor telepresence link 
during Leg 1. 

AT36 Today This was meant to be a live daily news update 
presented by ECS from the ISC during Leg 1, but 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_n-2DgtGIVddRg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=e5mSi0Q71eb3vkgN5TpjEcTJ5AqWJn4Ljq5Gc-5muKc&m=JTSWDx5tvLhPX9k4TV6nJ57CkypnRLW6vBdeagabzbk&s=VQnfbPq4vCwyQPtqIRoAzh6rD9vSgS7rE9z95B8IvK0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_n-2DgtGIVddRg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=e5mSi0Q71eb3vkgN5TpjEcTJ5AqWJn4Ljq5Gc-5muKc&m=JTSWDx5tvLhPX9k4TV6nJ57CkypnRLW6vBdeagabzbk&s=VQnfbPq4vCwyQPtqIRoAzh6rD9vSgS7rE9z95B8IvK0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_BsunMdmsWmg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=0BhTgzENex0_Rnfzn5w-0e-DF2IVzfymvzaR5A2V6e0&e=
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B50SQT3hr-hUcEk1NjlITEtRaDQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B50SQT3hr-hUcEk1NjlITEtRaDQ
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because of challenges with telepresence and 
scheduling, only one show was produced. 

Twitter & Instagram Bates served as editor-in-chief for #SeafloorSci.  
Several ECS acted as co-editors and major 
contributors. 

Most, if not all, participants fed tweets throughout 
the program to #SeafloorSci.  Content focused on 
images and text that conveyed the variety of 
activities undertaken at the ISC and on Atlantis.  
The hashtag serves as a log of these activities, some 
of the science and technology behind them, and 
participants’ experiences. 

The social media campaign on Twitter and 
Instagram was organized around the hashtag 
#SeaFloorSci, which appeared 598 times on Twitter 
between July 25 and Aug. 7.  

Analysis by the site hashtracking.com says the 
hashtag potentially reached 695,900 unique 
Twitter users, but the actual number is surely much 
less than the theoretical maximum expressed in 
this statistic.  

There were 162 contributors to the hashtag 
#SeafloorSci, with fewer than 30 people posting as 
members of this cruise. This means we were 
engaging users outside our group. The Twitter 
account collected 67 followers. 

The Instagram account created for the cruise, 
@at36_eager, 
(https://www.instagram.com/at36_eager/ ) 
featured specimens, data visualizations and the 
faces of participants. It grew similarly, reaching 106 
followers with 79 posts by Aug. 7. The most popular 
post using #SeaFloorSci drew 1,100 likes on 
Instagram.  

ECS Robinson “Wally” Fulweiler of Boston 
University launched a very successful “Meet the 
Scientist” series of mini-profiles on Instagram that 
featured ECS and mentors. 

Institutional Outreach (examples) Kevin Kocot, University of Alabama: 
http://wvua23.com/alabama-assistant-professor-may-
have-found-new-species/ 

General Remarks We elected not to create a new Facebook page for 
this cruise, because of its short duration and our 
inability to purchase paid views. Prior experience 

http://hashtracking.com/
https://www.instagram.com/at36_eager/
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with purpose-built accounts for UNOLS training 
cruises has shown Facebook to reach only a limited 
audience, even though the UNOLS content was 
excellent and Facebook is the most popular social 
network.  

Similarly, we didn’t put any effort into a cruise blog 
as has been used before, because of evidence that 
the time commitment of creating posts was not 
rewarded by commensurate readership. That said, 
a couple of ECS who were already blogging on 
personal accounts continued to do so on the cruise 
and we shared their posts through the cruise 
Twitter and Instagram accounts. 

 

Cruise Report, Data Management Planning, and Demobilization 
Participants were responsible for generating the final Cruise Report, with guidance from the 
mentors.  A Cruise Report outline was generated on Leg 1, and content for the Cruise Report 
was gathered and organized during Leg 2.  In-port training days at the end of the cruise (7, 8 
August) were devoted to completion of the Cruise Report, assessment (see assessment details 
below), assignment of responsibilities for data management, and demobilization. 
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ASSESSMENT 
 

I. Team discussion.   
Participants and mentors met on shore to discuss the program, including what worked well and 
suggestions for improvement.  Participants will summarize this and other discussions about the 
program effectiveness in their Cruise Report.  The Mentors capture here the several themes 
that emerged.  The ECS summary of this same discussion is in Appendix 7. 
 
Challenges of the Short Duration, Telepresence-Enabled Research Training Cruise:  
Participants recognized that the short durations of each Leg precluded fully developing the 
potential of the resources available.  
 
Formal Training: The two-day training session was too compact and passive, and the group 
training sessions during the cruise were also not as effective as intended.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Provide UNOLS Shiptime Request and other training as pre-cruise webinars.  The Alvin 
pre-brief offered through a web conference and archived video was a good example of 
this approach. 

 Cover training content through small group interactions with mentors. 

 Provide examples of the basic documents used in planning missions (e.g., dive plan, 
basket plan, sample logs). 

 Offer case study and problem-solving exercises (e.g., ‘homework’ on decisions scenarios, 
mission planning). 

 
Chief Scientist Leadership: Participants appreciated transparency and inclusion in the decision-
making process as real events transpired and wished for more of this.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Chief Scientist ‘shadowing’.  There was agreement that this would be well worth trying. 
o A ‘Chief-Scientist-of-the-Day’ concept was discussed, but mentors noted that this 

approach has been tried on other Chief Scientist training cruises and was not 
successful, especially with regard to working with the ship’s crew. 

 
Mentors: Participants enjoyed small-group and one-on-one interactions with mentors, but 
wished that they had a chance to work with all mentors.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 If training takes place with a telepresence component, have participants swap, but keep 
the mentors in place. 

 
Peer-to-Peer Training: Participants valued small group, peer-to-peer training related to their 
expertise.   
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RECOMMENDATION: 

 Encourage participants to consider peer-to-peer training and to come prepared to 
undertake such training, especially where it includes an active, experiential learning.  A 
good example was Anni Djurhuus’ CTD analysis training where participants learned to 
use the CTD package for R to plot data.  Other peer-to-peer activities included training in 
Fledermaus and GeoMap App and video editing. 

 
Alvin and Sentry Ops: Participants valued working with the Alvin and Sentry team leaders, and 
wanted more engagement.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Offer more formal opportunities to engage with Alvin and Sentry teams to pitch ideas. 

 Offer more engagement opportunities with Alvin, Jason, Sentry operations about what is 
available. 

 
Work Flow Demands: Shipboard participants on both legs had long hours of sample processing 
every day in addition to meetings and deployments.  This was recognized to be both a 
consequence of appropriately ambitious sampling plans for sediment and water using Alvin and 
wire samplers and the unusual circumstance of a training cruise with few people to process any 
given type of sample.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Be aware of over-extending human resources in terms of both science and ship 
personnel and plan accordingly. 

 Ensure meetings have agendas and strive for more efficient exchange of information. 
 

Telepresence: Participants were interested in the potential of telepresence, but because of 
connectivity issues encountered in Leg 1, they did not have the opportunity to put telepresence 
to good use in analyzing data for planning missions or writing papers.  At least one participant 
felt that the telepresence experience was a net loss.  Participants were not sure of what they 
were supposed to do at the Inner Space Center.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Offer more structured training opportunities at the Inner Space Center. 

 Consider the need for more mentoring about making opportunity rather than waiting 
for opportunity. 

 Better define science objectives related to data analysis. 
At least one mentor offered the view that had telepresence been working well during leg 1, 
with good data and communication capabilities, participants would have been encouraged to 
be more creative in their use of telepresence.   
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Mapping: Participants wanted more training in mapping; they viewed mapping as fundamental 
to the responsibilities of the Chief Scientist.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Ensure there are mentors with mapping skills involved in the program at both the Inner 
Space Center and on the ship. 

 Ask DeSSC and UNOLS to offer ‘Mapping Basics for Chief Scientists’ workshops at ECS 
meetings and through webinars and exercises. 
 

Science Communication: Participants valued this aspect of their training.  Those who did not 
have Karl Bates as an in-person mentor expressed their wish that he could have been in both 
places at once.  Only about half the participants had previously used Social Media; all seemed 
to embrace the idea and might continue to use Twitter and other social media platforms into 
the future to tell their science narratives.  There was discussion of the value of social media 
efforts as part of a science portfolio.   
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Encourage peer-to-peer rehearsals of interviews, with feedback. 

 In response to a participant query about how to capture social media efforts on a CV, it 
might be useful to have a discussion about social media and outreach components of a 
scientist’s portfolio at the next DeSSC ECS meeting. 

 
Assessment: There was no mid-cruise or post-cruise assessment of the program with the 
Captain, SSSG, Alvin and Sentry Leads and the program team. 
 
RECCOMMENDATION: 

 Ensure there are mid-point and final all-leader discussions to provide an opportunity for 
course correction and to exchange lessons learned. 

 

2. ECS On-Line Survey 
An on-line survey (Appendix 8) prepared by mentors Blackman and Van Dover and put on-line 
using Survey Monkey by Caitlin Mandel (UNOLS) was administered on the first afternoon in port 
after the cruise.  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/DeSSC_ECS_Assessment. Full results may 
be requested from Cindy Van Dover clv3@duke.edu. 
 
Summary of ECS Survey Results 
 
Pre-training: A majority (75%) of the ECS had prior seagoing experience, having sailed on more 
than 2 cruises, however 42% had no prior experience with Deep Submergence. Those with prior 
HOV experience (42%) had all worked with Alvin; only 5 of the 24 had experience with AUV. 
Most ECS (88%) had some proposal writing experience, but only 13% had submitted a seagoing 
proposal. Knowledge about UNOLS, NDSF, pre-cruise planning, and aspects of cruise 
documentation was moderate, with average ECS response (3.0 out of 5 possible) to a series of 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.surveymonkey.com_r_DeSSC-5FECS-5FAssessment&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=Kd3zQsyFkIWQ8K5GVs9pCshAXIjjvXZxzjnQ2vdEMwc&s=F25oQYupJncwHdnf3iBdSgJsc-TJt9ouRB1PONJ1ku4&e=
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15 statements (Question 8, Q-8) indicating that many were not aware of personnel, capabilities, 
or procedures. 
 
Planning and asset use: The ECS were asked to respond to the same series of 15 statements (Q-
23) based on their knowledge as the cruise/telepresence was finishing. Most areas had 
responses suggesting strong or very strong average understanding (4.3-4.7 out of 5 possible), 
just the foreign clearance issue showed lower average indication of understanding (3.5). Other 
areas where 1-3 people noted less than good understanding after the training were:  cruise 
planning, cruise documentation, the different roles of individuals in the ship or technical 
groups, and NDSF vehicle positioning.  Answers to specific questions testing this type of 
knowledge generally confirmed the ECS claims, with exceptions as follows. A couple people still 
didnt know when to submit a STR (Q-12), almost half the group lacked clarity on who schedules 
ship time (Q-16), 30% did not understand that non-NDSF deep submergence costs would have 
to be supported by the NSF science program. About 20% of the group could not estimate 
possible Alvin coverage during a single dive and about twice as many were not clear on possible 
Sentry multibeam or photo mosaic coverage for a single dive. 
 
Multi-disciplinary project leadership: Almost all participants indicated increased understanding 
of approaches that can improve multi-disciplinary research cruise outcomes (Q-9), with just a 
couple people noting little change in their appreciation of transparency in decision making at 
sea. A few people appeared to still be hesitant about the scope of planning required and how to 
prioritize/maximize data acquisition. The need to select team membership based on expertise 
was clearly understood (Q-14). Confidence in leading an oceanographic cruise (Q-43) was 
expressed by 67% of the ECS, the rest mentioned a variety of reasons for their hesitation. The 
subgroup all learned useful things but many felt additional experience, perhaps via a more 
senior colleague, would help them be ready for leading a large, complex study. 
 
Marine Research: Data or samples obtained during the cruise were useful to 90% of the 
participants for their own research and all but 2 broadened their knowledge of oceanographic 
methodologies. 
 
Science Communication (Q-11): Almost all participants used social media to share their science 
during the project, 67% being very active. The live interaction training led 88-95% to indicate 
that they felt better able to handle live interviews, science cafe or museum presentations in the 
future. Most (79-91%) felt they better understood how to communicate more clearly and using 
plain language to public audiences. One person felt this training was the most valuable thing 
gained during the project. 
 
Telepresence: The ECS obtained familiarity with telepresence and indicated they would likely 
use it for their research in the next 5 yrs. Only a few indicated they might be unlikely to engage 
in a future telepresence activity that required them to be onshore (Q-10). All participants 
pointed to the ability for scientific discourse as an advantage of telepresence and 67% of the 
group felt that outreach/education opportunities were an advantage. While connectivity 
problems were mentioned, the disadvantages most often cited were the time required to 
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communicate (poor sound, need to repeat) and the increase in time needed for decision 
making with a larger group involved. A few people felt that live telepresence 24 hrs a day was 
unnecessary and impeded onboard interactions, either by making meetings more formal or 
restricting informal exchange in the labs.  
 
Plans for proposal submission, future collaboration: All but 2 participants indicate plans to 
submit a NSF deep submergence proposal in the coming 5 yrs, with 67% likely within 1-2 yrs.  
Just over half the group also expects to submit a proposal(s) to NOAA in this timeframe. All but 
2 indicated that the training increased the likelihood of their requesting ship time in a future 
proposal. Most participants valued the chance to form new research connections within the 
ECS group, 88% expect to continue these collaborations. 
 
Overall: All participants recommend that NSF and ONR support more training like this (Q-44).  
Most (92%) felt the mentors were very helpful, two felt they were moderately helpful. Learning 
how to plan and conduct a deep submergence cruise was cited most often as the 'most 
important thing learned', followed by insight on working with NDSF.  
Three participants indicated that learning about interdisciplinary collaboration was most 
important to them.  
 
Responses indicate that many aspects of the training were perceived as effective, with no one 
thing standing out (Q-29). Less effective aspects (Q-31) included training lectures during the 
cruise, the very condensed timeframe and the mixture of training and data/sample processing 
demands, poor connectivity for telepresence during Leg 1 and the associated reduced 
engagement of the first group at ISC. Several participants left the cruise with uncertainties 
about Sentry, its data, or mapping more generally (Q-28). Questions remained on a variety of 
topics relating to future proposal efforts- who to contact, how to form a team, would 
telepresence be necessary, how to frame the proposal, but no one theme dominated responses 
to this question. The general feedback on the program (Q-45) was uniformly enthusiastic and 
included suggestions for reformatting so that training lectures could be more effective (as 
webinars prior to the cruise, for example). One Leg1 ISC participant felt that the telepresence 
portion of the experience was not very useful. 
 

3. ECS Remote Participants On-Line Survey 
We also developed a short survey for our 56 remote participants to discover whether, despite 
the technological shortcomings, this approach has possibilities. There were 18 respondents as 
of 14 August 2016.  Full results may be requested from Cindy Van Dover clv3@duke.edu. 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Remote_DeSSC_ECS_Assessment 
 
Summary of ECS Remote Participants Survey Results 
Pre-Cruise Training Program. Only a third of the respondents (6 individuals) watched most of 
the two-day training program.  However, most (16 participants) expect to review the archived 
sessions.  Most or all of the topics covered were considered to be useful to respondents (Figure 
8). 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.surveymonkey.com_r_Remote-5FDeSSC-5FECS-5FAssessment&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=Kd3zQsyFkIWQ8K5GVs9pCshAXIjjvXZxzjnQ2vdEMwc&s=J6F6TLKdJcxzY_2081e8x27IX8HHYDLLvZ9gU7TWxaY&e=
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Only 6 remote participants tuned into 
live feeds during the cruise > 6 times 

during the first leg; even fewer ‘regularly’ tuned into live feeds during the second leg, despite 
the better connectivity on the second leg. But at least 50% of the respondents did watch at 
least one live feed. 
 
Science debriefs were the considered to be the most useful feed (Figure 9).  Email updates were 
useful so participants knew when to tune in, but a better, more consistent plan for 
announcement of the start of an activity should be sought (an app?). 
 

 
Figure 9. Remote participants considered science debriefs to be the most useful content offered. 

 

Figure 8. Remote participant responses to key pre-cruise training 
topics. 
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Half of the remote participant respondents followed #seafloorsci daily and most (2/3) of 
respondents found it useful for outreach and science communication. 
 
Perhaps the most valuable part of the survey was the comment section in response to Q10 
(“Please help us understand if a remote training opportunity for Early Career Scientists during 
a regular research cruise could be useful. What training would you find most valuable? Please 
focus only on what could not be obtained by some other means. For example, what 
recommendations do you have for the content, structure, and duration of such training 
during a cruise?”).   
 
Key observations and recommendations are captured here, in slightly edited form for 
readability: 
 

 “If telepresence is going to be part of the training, that thorough tests on the audio and 
video links should be done beforehand, and there should be an easier way to let the 
speakers know that the feeds were malfunctioning.” 

 

 “I think this was a really cool idea and I hope to see more telepresence training. I'm 
excited that I can go back to the archived materials to learn more on my own time.”  

 

 “I think we were looped in a bit late. It would have been better to see more of the pre-
pre-cruise planning. It was hard to jump into the science cold. I know it's very difficult, 
but it's easiest to tune into things when they are scheduled at least 24 hours in advance.  
It would also be great if the remote participants could be given specific tasks to 
complete. Whether it's species identification or social media campaigns a more concrete 
set of objectives for the remote team would increase the participation.” 

 

 “Info via email and Slack was most useful. I plan on watching the archived videos of the 
training ASAP. I would have liked to have seen a list of the participants and their 
research goals, in order to facilitate collaborative opportunities. I ended up figuring out 
who to talk to about some samples I was interested in, and then talking them directly, 
and it worked out well. But I would've liked to have been more aware of the scientific 
goals of the cruise, not just the training aspects. My sense is that the cruise was a great 
opportunity to build collaborations and networking among early career scientists, and 
so maybe having a Google Doc/webpage/? that has a profile for each participant and 
their scientific goals for the cruise, even including the remote participants, would be 
useful. You could even also group and connect people by their broad interests (biology, 
geology, etc.).” 

 

 “If possible, a portal should be developed were remote students can access all 
information and activities within one site plus archived videos and contents.” 
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 “@SeafloorSci is the IODP twitter account, so I'd encourage coming up with a less 
generic hashtag if you decide to do that again. I'm encouraged that there has now been 
a Chief Sci training cruise that used NDSF assets, since that presents a whole other level 
of complexity that I don't think could have been addressed by some of the previous 
training cruises.  I don't know if remote participation alone can really replace the "doing 
it" aspect.”  

 

 “I thought this was an incredibly cool opportunity to be involved in training remotely. 
Emails were overwhelming but didnʻt have much information in them- perhaps the 
emails could have summaries of what was going on, tips and highlights, that kinda stuff. 
Im not a tweeter or on twitter but i enjoyed the Instagram updates.” 

 

 “Content: understanding the pre-cruise needs and how cruises operate Structure: Each 
of the different participant levels: in land, onboard, interaction with ROV and sub crews 
Duration: the timing was fine Training: mechanisms need to be tuned a bit but 
otherwise excellent Planning and Debriefing notes for followup would be useful.” 

 

 “It's really useful to be able to be a "fly on the wall" and see how people make decisions 
when on the cruise. Learning by observation and osmosis, in a sort of "unsanitized" way. 
it would have been helpful to have a short written thing somewhere from each of the 
teams with similar content to their 5-minute presentations. A short paragraph each 
would do. This would be more accessible to anyone with visual/hearing limitations, and 
would be easy to refer back to later in the cruise. The telepresence was quite good for 
giving an idea of what we might be getting ourselves into if we had the opportunity to 
do research using Atlantis or similar vessels in future. I liked seeing both sides of the 
Inner Space Center and the ship crew during discussions. From my perspective, the 
remote training doesn't even need to be quite "training". More letting us watch and see 
how things really work, in real time.” 

 

 “If this could be done as an added day or two to regular cruise, along with telepresence 
for the entire cruise, this could be quite a valuable way to do this, and as a senior 
scientist, I would support it.” 

 

 “Once we missed the first day, it seemed that everyone there knew what was going on 
so too late to ask basic questions. Use of Slack typed notes/ summaries were invaluable 
as they allowed remote people to keep up even if the feed was lost or they had to be 
elsewhere. I was able to engage directly with some participants when I saw through 
Slack that they were point people for specific objectives.”  
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Figure 10.  A) Karl Bates, Nicholas St Fleur; B) Donna Blackman; C) Alvin Team Jefferson Grau, Logan Driscoll, Josh 
Sisson, Danik Forsman, Fran Elder; D) Amanda Netburn, Chiara Borelli, Katlin Bowman, Jeff Marlow; E) Julianne 
Fernandez, Bridgit Boulhanis. 

  

A B C 

E D 
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Appendix 1  Announcement of Opportunity 
 
UNOLS Research Training Cruise with Deep-Submergence Assets 
 
Opportunity: A 2016 Deep Submergence Training Cruise on the R/V Atlantis is being proposed to include 
a 2-d pre-cruise workshop (26-27 July), 11 d at sea with telepresence (28 July to 7 Aug), with HOV Alvin 
(5 science dives) and AUV Sentry, plus a 1 d post-cruise follow-up (8 Aug); sailing Woods Hole MA to 
Morehead City NC.  This will be the first-ever leadership training cruise for national deep-submergence 
assets.  It is also the first-ever  ‘telepresence’ training cruise; participants will rotate between the Inner 
Space Center at the University of Rhode Island (http://innerspacecenter.org/) and the R/V Atlantis.   
 
Key objectives include providing experience in:  

i. collaborative, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research and proposal strategies for deep-
submergence science 

ii. leadership in cruise and dive/mission planning and execution 
iii. integration of instrumentation with Alvin/Sentry/other deep-submergence assets 
iv. telepresence research and communication: seafloor-to-ship-to-shore 
v. data management, sharing, reporting 

vi. science communication 
 
Preference will be given to researchers who have significant potential to write proposals to use the 
National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) assets Alvin, Jason, or Sentry in the next five years.  We 
target postdoctoral researchers, assistant professors/scientists with less than 7 years since their PhD.  A 
limited number of spaces may be available to advanced PhD students.  More established researchers 
may be invited to participate if they have not used (NDSF) assets in the past.  All disciplines of deep-
submergence science are targeted, including biological, geological, chemical, and physical 
oceanography.   
 
Small stipends are provided for participant travel costs, research supplies, and shipping.  Space is 
limited. To apply you must be an employee or student (U.S. Citizen or permanent resident) at a U.S. 
institution or a U.S. citizen working abroad.   
 
To be considered, applications must be received by 30 March 2016. 
 
1. Please provide the following contact information: 
Institution and year (or expected year) of PhD degree: 
 
2. Please explain why you are interested in this program. Do you see yourself leading a research cruise in 
the future? 
 
3. What is your primary discipline? What is your secondary discipline? 
 
4. Please indicate any prior experience you have using (or requesting) UNOLS research vessels and deep-
submergence assets. 
 
5. Please indicate how your research and training goals would benefit from sampling opportunities 
afforded by this training cruise program.  Numerous seeps (Skarke et al. Nature Geoscience 2014) and 

http://innerspacecenter.org/
http://www.whoi.edu/main/ndsf
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canyons (e.g., Quattrini et al. PLoS one 2015) are within easy reach along the transit routes.  Emphasis 
should be on objectives to be accomplished using Alvin and Sentry, including through telepresence, 
although there is scope for some use of other shipboard assets (e.g., CTD, multibeam).  Useful resources 
are the Alvin users manual and the Sentry web pages. (250 words) 
 
6. Please provide a description of Alvin or Sentry instruments or sampling tools that you need.  Indicate 
if you plan to supply any specialized equipment. 
 
7. Please indicate your collaborators (including other early career scientists who may also be applying to 
participate in the training cruise). Graduate students should include their thesis advisors.  
 
8. Please indicate any special ship equipment or facility needs you may have (e.g. vans, freezers, 
winches, etc.). 
 
9. Please submit a brief budget for travel, shipping as needed), and supplies (including >/= 6TB hard 
drive) up to ~$1000.   
 
10. Please indicate your plans for future NDSF use over the next 5 years (especially any plans for which 
this training opportunity can help you prepare). 
 
11. List the names, phone numbers and emails of two people who would be able to comment on your 
suitability for this program: the importance of your research goals and how crucial ship time is; the 
feasibility of your project; your potential as a member of the shipboard team; and leadership qualities 
that you would bring to the effort. 
 
  

http://www.whoi.edu/main/alvin/user-manual
https://www.whoi.edu/main/sentry
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APPENDIX 2. Participant Bios 

 
 

Co-Chief	Scientists:	
	

Anne	Dekas		
Anne Dekas is a geomicrobiologist interested in how microbial life affects the 

chemistry and climate of our planet today and throughout time. Her research 

focuses on the diversity, activity and interactions of microorganisms in the deep 

sea, and how their metabolisms affect nitrogen, carbon and sulfur cycling. Her 

recent projects include investigating the magnitude, mediators, and controls on 

nitrogen fixation in diverse deep-sea sediments, understanding the activity and 

interactions of methanotrophic archaea and sulfate-reducing bacteria at 

methane seeps, and probing the metabolic diversity and flexibility of pelagic 

marine archaea (e.g., Thaumarchaeota and Euryarchaeota). She utilizes tools 

from both molecular biology and isotope geochemistry, and specializes in 

measuring the activity of uncultured bacteria and archaea on the single-cell 

level using nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS). She has 

participated in six research cruises utilizing deep submergence assets, including 

DSV/ROVs Alvin, Jason, and Doc Ricketts. 	
 

Anne is currently an Assistant Professor in the Earth System Science 

Department at Stanford University. She received her A.B. in Earth and 

Planetary Sciences from Harvard University (advisor: Ann Pearson), and her 

Ph.D. in Geological and Planetary Sciences from the California Institute of 

Technology (advisor: Victoria Orphan). She was a Lawrence Postdoctoral 

Fellow in the Chemical Science Division at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (advisor: Jennifer Pett-Ridge). 

Anne’s interest in the deep sea stems from a long-held interest in space sciences, and before beginning her graduate 

work she performed research at three NASA centers: Goddard Space Flight center, Ames Research Center, and the 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory. She is passionate about exploration at both the molecular and macro scales, and sharing 

her enthusiasm for discovery with the next generation of explorers. More information can be found on her website: 

https://earth.stanford.edu/dekaslab/. 

	

Adam	Skarke		
Adam Skarke is a geologist with broad research interests in the fields of marine 

geology and geophysics. His research is focused on understanding the 

fundamental physical relationships between fluid dynamics, sediment transport 

processes, morphological expression, and the stratigraphic record in marine 

environments that span the continental margin from coastal waters to the deep 

sea. Specifically, his research quantifies how those relationships evolve and are 

linked across a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. His technical 

approach is field based and focused on the analysis of geophysical and 

oceanographic data collected with innovative environmental observing sensors 

and platforms. His recent research efforts have focused on quantifying the 

spatial distribution and temporal variability of methane seep systems on the 

northern US Atlantic margin, as well as related processes of hydrate 

dissociation and gas transport.  

 

Adam has participated in 23 research cruises including nine UNOLS cruises, 

five research cruises utilizing deep submergence vehicles, and three cruises 

fully incorporating telepresence technology. Additionally, he has led five ocean 

exploration cruises on NOAA ship Okeanos Explorer. Adam is an Assistant 

Professor of Geology in the Department of Geosciences and a Research Fellow 

in the Geosystems Research Institute at Mississippi State University. Prior to 

his current appointment, he was a scientist with the NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration and Research. He earned a 

B.A. (2003) in geology from Colgate University and a M.S. (2008) as well as Ph.D. (2013) in marine geology from 

the University of Delaware. Additional information can be found on Adam’s website: http://www.adamskarke.com 
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Appendix 3. Pre-Cruise Training Sessions (26-27 July 2016) 
 
Pre-Cruise Training Agenda and At-Sea Programming 
Tan-shaded windows were streamed live and are archived (see Appendix 4).  
 

Date/Time EVENT Lead Location 

25 July (M) Travel Day 

Afternoon Arrive in Falmouth/Woods Hole 
 

  

6 pm Reception and dinner  Fenno 
House 

26 July (Tuesday) TRAINING Day 

Pre-0800 Mobilization                Open to 
all hands 

R/V Atlantis 

0730 Continental Breakfast   SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

0800 Welcome, Introductions, Discussion of 
Program Goals 

Mentors SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

0830 NSF/NOAA/ONR Partners Midson, 
Leonardi 
Schnoor 
(at sea) 

SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

0900 UNOLS – University National 
Oceanographic Laboratory System 

 Brief History, Purpose, and 
Structure of UNOLS and the UNOLS 
Fleet 

 Intro to DESSC and ECS programs 
(Girguis) 

 Intro to Ship Time Request System, 
including foreign clearances  

UNOLS 
Office 
Staff, 
Girguis 

SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

0945 Introduction to the National Deep-
Submergence Facility 

Fornari SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

1015 Break: Coffee and Pastries  SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

1045 Ship Time Request System II, including 
requests for NDSF assets 

UNOLS 
Office 
Staff 

SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 
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1145 Science Communication I Bates SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

1230 Working Lunches (French Bakery) – 
Science teams and mentors 

 Review and discuss interests, 
partnerships, sampling needs 

Science 
team 
leads 

SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

1330 Sample team presentations (5 minutes 
each) 

Sample 
team 
leads 

SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

1400 Atlantis Tour, Alvin Tour, Sentry Tour 
Break into 3 groups that rotate; 30 
minutes per tour 

TBD R/V Atlantis 

1530 Enabling telepresence research: 
Situational awareness and team planning 
and effort  

Coleman 
German 
Girguis 

SMITH 
CONF. 
ROOM 

1600 Video Access and Duplication McCue, 
SSSG 

Main Lab 

1630 Mobilization   

1800 Science Meeting 

 Agenda to include draft Dive I Plan 
and Sentry I Plan, Q&A, issues to 
be resolved; PLUS a 15-minute 
science talk by Skarke or Dekas? 

Skarke & 
Dekas 

SMITH CONF 
ROOM 

1900 Dinner on your own; mobilization as 
needed 

  

27 July (Wednesday) TRAINING Day 

0730 Breakfast onboard Atlantis for all  R/V Atlantis 
Mess Deck 

0800 Data Management Requirements and 
Delivery 

Fornari Smith 
Conference 

0900 Distributed leadership: Opportunities for 
ship and shore leadership in making team 
recommendations to co-chief scientists 
(structured discussion) 

Mentors Smith 
Conference 

0930 SSSG and telepresence orientation (incl 
chain of command, communication 
protocols, mobile video unit) 

SSSG 
Techs and 
Coleman 

Smith 
Conference 

1000 Science Communication II: Intro to social 
media tools and tactics 

Bates Smith 
Conference 

1100 Introduction to Officers (who does what) Atlantis 
Crew 

Smith 
Conference 
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1130 Lunch onboard Atlantis for all  R/V Atlantis 
Mess Deck 

1230 Introduction to Alvin and Sentry Teams  
(who does what) 

Alvin and 
Sentry ELs 

Smith 
Conference 

1300 Plenary Discussion 

 Science objectives, sampling needs, 
questions arising 

 Smith 
Conference 

1400 Alvin Briefings continue Alvin 
Group 

Alvin 

1400  Finalize cruise/Alvin/Sentry plans etc Dekas, 
Skarke 
et al. 

TBD 

1500 Meet with Ship’s Captain and officers, 
Alvin and Sentry Expedition Leaders to 
discuss cruise plan  

Dekas, 
Skarke 
et al. 

Smith 
Conference 
Room 

1800 Science Meeting 

 Agenda to include Q&A, issues to 
be resolved PLUS a 15-minute 
science talk by Skarke or Dekas? 

Dekas, 
Skarke 

Smith 
Conference 
Room 

1900 Dinner on your own   

28 July (Thursday) SAILING Day 
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APPENDIX 4.  Training Video Archives 
 

ECS Day 1 links (26 July 2016) ECS Day 1 links (27 July 2016) 

1A Van Dover Intro 
https://youtu.be/0hTR5tEPLPE 

1 Data Management 
https://youtu.be/6I68y2u3i_s 

1B Blackman Intro 
https://youtu.be/iNJWpDtgJdA 

2 Distributed Leadership 1 
https://youtu.be/kieZawSlE7U 

1C Foranri Intro 
https://youtu.be/SW8vNS_Ld2s 

3 Distributed Leadership 2 
https://youtu.be/1pNYkxVsCDw 

1D Bates 
https://youtu.be/TqM8JydYaYE 

4 Karl Bates Social Media for Science 
https://youtu.be/BsunMdmsWmg 

1E Midson Intro 
https://youtu.be/qGZmAAW1Iio 

5 Alvin and Sentry crews 
https://youtu.be/sTHKquFB5-Q 

1F Leonardi Intro 
https://youtu.be/93JoVSt1bOc 

6 Dekas and Skarke cruise plans 
https://youtu.be/ClsaxS0fEKA 

1G Schnoor Intro 
https://youtu.be/SEgDkawaa9A 

7 Dekas and Skarke Science Meeting 
https://youtu.be/FqcpEA-wqW4 

2 Annette UNOLS 
https://youtu.be/0DWaYKlDr3I 

8 Atlantis crew 
https://youtu.be/-ekDhDhKDDw 

3 Girguis 
https://youtu.be/Vu68VRzqM5I 

9 Logging Data 
https://youtu.be/8lhwovZUzk4 

4 Fornari NDSF 
https://youtu.be/QSoICeZnwDg 

10 Science Meeting Wrap Up 
https://youtu.be/ur7thtoAkLg 

5 DeSilva 
https://youtu.be/JjyN_WuWC0Q 

 

6 Bates Communicating Science 
https://youtu.be/n-gtGIVddRg 

 

7 Team Sentry 
https://youtu.be/nKM2cioNvcU 

 

8 Team Water 
https://youtu.be/KF6Wnq1qMh8 

 

9 Team Sediment 
https://youtu.be/SCISG5ppHOY 

 

10 Team Benthos 
https://youtu.be/BOWxEiHLxLE 

 

11 Coleman Telepresence 
https://youtu.be/CD3dJ75RuWg 

 

12 Chris German 
https://youtu.be/XDb3YQ7zmI0 

 

13 Pete Girguis 
https://youtu.be/QCa-HbSx0yw 

 

14 Science Meeting 
https://youtu.be/aWX4TjUubk8 

 

 

  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_0hTR5tEPLPE&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=_hx02JhMjRSKfQhmR38QLeFvb5g7foVYJ6L-_DrWT3s&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_6I68y2u3i-5Fs&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=MY4sZlPAANKgXvzREp086xS2iSxPDd2RZIPCi1kRdXQ&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_iNJWpDtgJdA&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=ThVIDFsr3zXEUl9jTXshI9jQ8yChTwj2d0drSyjItuk&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_kieZawSlE7U&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=pjvd4yQMc9OIvGjt9MIt94gz3mLEfbDbg6kTwLKPK-g&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_SW8vNS-5FLd2s&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=vEs-QT_Zd65q78AzPLgRcue4Va8LP89TzqUQkeIFDSU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_1pNYkxVsCDw&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=k1cgd4IGAScu5DfMLAo5ZpwQJ87H366l7kKGaln8XpA&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_TqM8JydYaYE&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=FD3324hKdsYfNseNKJISe1qj8kqtnyGNynqyRPR12RQ&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_BsunMdmsWmg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=0BhTgzENex0_Rnfzn5w-0e-DF2IVzfymvzaR5A2V6e0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_qGZmAAW1Iio&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=KxMumF9N7b868hxzaXTZ4fPFR2ZpJTX0oL-9MkfXhms&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_sTHKquFB5-2DQ&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=giw73zV-9gp0XogzOT0Ne9u1aUJeTcNi50Dpect6RSs&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_93JoVSt1bOc&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=HTxzqTWgWcKjRiuCqf35vW6xyJjbJ_7-e_zdEGiHEYA&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_ClsaxS0fEKA&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=x2gSxGQaVhO_GE7d0Mr0KM0-MI3cVi_gU2FPHQTsT84&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_SEgDkawaa9A&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=X4Sz0JD2rCSVUsOHtG2DrSD7giKtbkTieZaNXW9EdxE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_FqcpEA-2DwqW4&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=938TSv7P7QguvkpkJl_VCMR61-Dsd1S-dCMH34hLZ8c&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_0DWaYKlDr3I&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=9zSJ9B01mhwhj6k6vnVoccECn8a-4qPqRMcsABZDXW0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_-2DekDhDhKDDw&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=gEuh_XVGxrVDBmOQmJ_ejZTG7-otN1Z5N44om_q8rUE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_Vu68VRzqM5I&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=NSRV6WqEQCqPgGS4ZYaWTrQIqG1zcIi4vk1Di_RA7K4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_8lhwovZUzk4&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=fc2ZvjT25PMRPv31BV05kWRXOAECDsjJe89PGMF-dnI&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_QSoICeZnwDg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=PZ2nPSdAi8oojcuZDzczWA_-kLOe_Z9BkAjw_PvIGyY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_ur7thtoAkLg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=AA7f0e7d_b1bl2R4gKxmfAU-zmmr_ITJ5fTWtbPDCcY&s=7XSbqetyyTVTOPjzdyr6MOObqfVC1utRRJ3ojA2wVas&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_JjyN-5FWuWC0Q&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=aRxodkU8UZPDEBLbx0K2kx5IaZRmYEY9_b0qXQLy4cw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_n-2DgtGIVddRg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=AhjXsGUCMNYrV6uSFwlfAEx4Jre0Jlgls-YItRkmiVU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_nKM2cioNvcU&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=YqNx_NfQjUAtwKCN9pY9K_nUY6yrg8Y_9qgHCouPXDY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_KF6Wnq1qMh8&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=KRcCm0krmJv7rZ41MSe48WNddMukRYfOVSCAMgPpsqg&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_SCISG5ppHOY&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=g5aNOpX_GGUiiDYHdeCsFOr2sIwDhTIaFcSBMIV8USU&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_BOWxEiHLxLE&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=Ktwrk98_9GXuC-ethJfMVY4D_hMkFIfHqcdzeC2OHI0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_CD3dJ75RuWg&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=3x066DQ5BYVSRJxLZ_8m46crsVuJqU1KxfWJvYy9XZI&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_XDb3YQ7zmI0&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=XsfWn9Sgme4c4y278h0Baxb-qZMdFkx-V_0jFW0hL5k&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_QCa-2DHbSx0yw&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=lSM6_HAC-ygC2uCT6WSv8GkYVfvvTWL7Z0MkrzukgXo&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_aWX4TjUubk8&d=CwMFaQ&c=imBPVzF25OnBgGmVOlcsiEgHoG1i6YHLR0Sj_gZ4adc&r=frNwHKtQhagnUuGR7UFf95LDmFJvPijMUt2jV_vk6xE&m=DTufC0RqULEIiksa3uOCC2mhU7lYotCgm3CKXuAqoto&s=nCaF7lSNFQ0ESAc7kR_PVLgMaNYzPA8sa6ZaFupQ-pM&e=
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APPENDIX 5. ’Remote’ Participants (n=56) 
Amanda Waite University of Florida 

HASHIM  UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI 

Marina Fernandez Universidade de São Paulo 

Hongzhi Song  Texas A&M University Corpus Christi 

Nicole Bellaflores-Mejia 

American Museum of Natural History and New York City College of 

Technology 

Craig Dawes 

American Museum of Natural History & New York City College of 

Technology 

Sajjad Abdullajintakam Texas A&M University Corpus Christi 

Sheila Moaleman American Museum of Natural History & NYC College of Technology 

Samantha Goldman 

American Museum of Natural History & University of Maryland, College 

Park  

Travis Washburn Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi 

Caitlin Plowman Oregon Institute of Marine Biology - University of Oregon 

ELVA ESCOBAR UNAM ICML 

Erin E. Easton Ecology and Sustainable Management of Oceanic Islands 

Jamie Wagner  Duke University  

Frine Cardone  Department of Biology, University of Bari (Italy) 

KALYAN DE CSIR-NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY, INDIA 

Donna Brugler parent of scientist  

Barbara de Moura Neves Memorial University of Newfoundland 

Luciano Gomes Fischer Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) 

Alastair Brown University of Southampton 

Stephanie Martinez-Rivera University of Maryland Eastern Shore 

kaiem frink Virginia Union University 

Kiana Frank University of Hawaii 

Phillip Turner Duke University 

Adelaide Rhodes Oregon State University 

Emily Young University of Hawaii at Manoa 

Katie Taladay University of Hawaii at Manoa 

Amy Gartman USGS 

Susan Lang University of South Carolina 

Santiago Herrera Lehigh University 

Erin Field East Carolina University 

Emily McCullough Dalhousie University 

Kiefer Forsch Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

Diane Adams Rutgers 

Michael Rappe University of Hawaii 

Matthew J Kupchik Louisiana State University 

Taylor Heyl Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

Claudia Geib Nautilus Magazine 

Andrew Mullen UC San Diego, Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

William Zachary Billings RSMAS 

Stephanie Sharuga U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Abigail LaBella Duke University Program in Genetics and Genomics 

Alex Thornton University of Alaska Fairbanks 

Katherine Inderbitzen N/A 
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Ryan Gasbarro  University of Victoria 

David Emerson Bigelow Laboratory 

Lynn Waterhouse Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

Erin Eggleston St Lawrence University 

Luis O. Pomales Velázquez University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez  

Guangyu Xu Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

Roxanne Beinart Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

Allyson Tessin University of Michigan 

Shima Abadi University of Washington 

Tim Shank Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

Heidi Waite Duke University 
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APPENDIX 6. NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration: Educator Telepresence Immersion Workshop 
 

University of Rhode Island, Narragansett Bay Campus 
Inner Space Center 

August 4, 2016 
8:30 am - 4:00 pm 

 
DRAFT AGENDA 

 
Before Educators Arrive 
0600  Sentry dive complete; data analysis for next day’s dive 
8:00  Alvin launched from R/V Atlantis 
 
Educators Arrive 
8:30 – 8:45 Introductions (P. Keener) 
8:45 – 8:50 Day-at-a-Glance and Objective (P. Keener) 
9:00  ISC comes on-line with R/V Atlantis 
8:50 – 9:15 Review of NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer’s Systematic Ocean Exploration Strategy with a 

Focus on Telepresence (S. Haynes and P. Keener) 
9:15 - 9:45 Overview of Shallop Canyon East Mission  (D. Fornari and A. Skarke) 
9:45 – 10:00 Break 
10:00 – 11:00 Immersion into Shallop Canyon East Mission; conversation with Cindy Van Dover from 

R/V Atlantis; welcomes educators and converses with Dan Fornari (1 hr. 
training/planning session over link between ISC and R/V Atlantis) (D. Fornari, A. Skarke, 
C. Van Dover) 

11:30     Recover Alvin Dive 1  
12:00   Remove samples from Alvin 
12:00 – 12:30 Lunch  
12:30 – 1:00 Interaction with Young Scientists – Training the Next Generation (D. Fornari, P. Keener) 
13:00  1 hr. training/planning session over link between ISC and Atlantis 
1:30 - 1:45 Launch Alvin Dive 2  
1:45 – 2:45 Group Reflections on Immersion Experience (P. Keener, S. Haynes) 
2:45 – 3:00 Break 
3:00 – 3:30 Group Reflections on Immersion Experience (con’t.) (P. Keener, S. Haynes) 
3:30 – 3:45 Final Reflections (S. Haynes, P. Keener) 
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Appendix 7  ECS Cruise Evaluation NOTES 
 
Prepared by A Dekas, A Skarke based on 1.5-h group discussion  
 
TRAINING 
 
Two types of training: formal (lectures) and informal (conversations as needed). Competition 
for time and attention made the formal trainings difficult (especially the 11:15 daily session and 
during pre-mob). Informal trainings were more successful. Some sessions at the ISC (for just the 
people at the ISC) were really great. Doing it as the ISC is more effective than trying to do it 
simultaneously while sampling on board.  
 
Webinars leading up to the cruise instead of packed pre-cruise training could be better.  Alvin 
pre-brief worked well to do in advance – lots of agreement.  
Having real data to work with makes learning even in seminars easier. So some of this would be 
hard to do effectively in advance.  
 
Give people an opportunity to be chief scientist for the day? Or simulations of making hard 
choices in advance. [I like this idea!] 
 
Maybe the co-chief scientists could talk about the experience and what was surprising, useful, 
etc.  
 
Very helpful to have the mentors around to ask questions and discuss things one-to-one was 
really helpful.  
 
Additional areas of training? More time to work with Sentry team to brainstorm and pitch 
ideas. Maybe even before the cruise we could have had more contact with the Alvin and Sentry 
teams to make sure we had the right equipment and fully use the equipment.  
 
Note: Perhaps we should have a post-cruise assessment with ship leaders, chief scis, mentors, 
etc.  
 
We could have used more formalized training in map making, especially the group that was on 
the ship second. This perhaps could be addressed before the cruise, maybe with a homework 
assignment to plan an Alvin Dive before the program starts. Maybe Adam Soule could be 
responsible for putting this information out there, a webinar, etc.  
 
SCHEDULING / TELEPRESENCE 
 
We were very ambitious regarding sampling. Did this compromise the training goals, or even 
safety?? Not everyone felt over-extended, but most did. If the cruises were longer, this would 
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have been an even bigger issue. Important to think about what is reasonable when planning a 
cruise. Important for good science, also to respect the crew.  
 
If you have an extensive shipside deployment plan you can request an extra SSSG on proposals. 
NSF facilities people can help think through that.  
 
We might not have had too may activities, but maybe not enough people for the activities. 
(Good to think about for cruise planning.) Also, get more efficient over time, so might have 
gotten easier.  
 
Telepresence was a net time loss. There were many objectives to the cruise – maybe too many. 
Meeting fatigue.  
 
The first telepresence group didn’t know for sure how to be spending our time.  
 
The idea of working through Sentry data to help plan Alvin dives was one of the original goals 
for telepresence that didn’t really work out. So if we were to plan it again we might take a 
different approach to the ISC time.  
 
If the work flow had worked out, with Sentry data going to shore and working through the data 
there to send back and inform Alvin dives, the ISC time would have worked out really well.  
 
Technical issues made the bandwidth lower on this cruise – not a fundamental problem of 
telepresence.  
 
People run the show differently on ships – sometimes everyone is invited to both daily 
meetings, other times only a smaller group. Trade-off is more time in lab, less awareness of 
cruise planning. For this experience, having everyone at the meetings is important, but can be 
done differently in other cruises depending on objectives / shifts, etc.  
 
Hard to fully engage in all of the meetings due to how much was going on.  
 
Hard to decide how much is necessary to bring everyone together versus let people work in 
labs.  
 
SHIP CREW / SSSGs / CREW 
 
The crew was great. People sat down with participants and explained things, very appreciated. 
Everyone was very professional and accommodating. Alvin and Sentry teams were particularly 
accommodating.  
 
Some issues with SSSGs – a few instances on second leg when people were made to feel bad for 
things that were honest mistakes / misunderstandings / things no known. One example is the 
paper towel misunderstanding.   
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INTRANET 
 
Intranet was mostly good, but some times were slow. Maybe a full day when elog was 
inaccessible. More information on where particular datasets are stored. Donna thinks it was 
one of the worst intranet experiences she had had.  
 
Getting access to data is a problem. Only a couple people have access to dive videos at any one 
time; it should be easier to get. Not set up well to deal with the datasets coming off Alvin.  
 
Writing letters to the DESC committee members about areas of improvement is a good idea.  
 
 
SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 
 
Activities at the ISC with the museums was really good – being thrown into a live interaction 
was a good growth experience. One leg wished they had more time with Karl, but it still seemed 
to work okay. Great to have Karl with us, good practice interviews. Would have been nice to 
have more, but can’t have more of everything.  
 
How about social media? Would we consider using social media on a cruise ahead of time? 
Some people here would. Our effort looked great, easy on our part and big impact. Where to 
highlight effort on social media? Lab websites are a good place to put that information. Also on 
CV, can have a section on news coverage of research. Faculty searches look for people who are 
savvy with modern technology / options so beneficial to have track records on these tools. 
Social media is important to scientists both to communicate with each other and to the public. 
Time of tweeting is important.  
 
Based on this discussion…maybe more time to discuss the role of social media in science?  
 
WHAT WOULD WE DO / NOT DO 
 
Thinking more about how to use telepresence. A more specific strategy for how to utilize would 
be good.  
 
What material do we send out? Live feed all the time, or shorter, more produced snippets?  
 
There’s a competition between what we want to do with data and outreach for time and band 
width. Need a definite plan in advance.  
 
Both this conversation and the science in social media conversation show that there is still a lot 
to discuss here. Maybe more pre/post-cruise time?  
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Valuable to write a one page summary of what we each got out of this, for ourselves. Share if 
we want to with mentors, UNOLS, etc.  
 
As our groups/teams we might work together to debrief what could be better, changed, etc.  
 
Mentors could stay in same place so all participants get exposure to all mentors.  
 
Could we have different chief scientists every day? Dan thinks unreasonable for making the ship 
work, but maybe we could have different people shadowing the chief sci each day. Also, was 
this is a specific chief scientist training cruise?  
 
Being transparent is important for the training process.  
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APPENDIX 8 ECS Assessment Survey 
 

Early Career Scientist (ECS) Assessment 

Participant Information 
Type of institution 

major oceanographic institution 
university 
state college 
other 

 
Career stage 

graduate student 
postdoc 
assistant faculty 
associate faculty 
 

Field of Expertise 
  Major Field 
  Biological oceanography 
  Marine geoscience 
  Chemical oceanography 
  Physical oceanography 
  

Specialty (write in) 
 

Open Comment Box 
 
Prior Seagoing Experience 

none 
1-2 UNOLS cruises 
1-2 non-UNOLS cruises 
1-2 National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) cruise 
more than 2 cruises 
 
Open Comment Box 
 

Prior NDSF Experience (all that apply) 
none 
HOV   
 Alvin 
 other 
ROV 
AUV 
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Open Comment Box 
 

Prior proposal writing experience 
none 
1-2 proposals 
1-2 seagoing proposals 
more than 2 proposals, including seagoing 
more than 2 proposals, none seagoing  
 
Open Comment Box 

 
Part 1. General Knowledge 
Likert Scale: 1 - strongly disagree, 2 - disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - agree, 5- strongly agree 
THEN AND NOW  
 
I was familiar with UNOLS, their website, and the UNOLS shiptime request system. 
I understood what was required to obtain a foreign clearance. 
I knew about the National Deep Submergence Facility and the assets it offers. 
I was aware that cruise planning took place over the course of several months and included completion 
of a pre-cruise questionnaire and a meeting with ship operators. 
I knew the capabilities of Alvin, Jason, Sentry and the process through which I could integrate my 
instruments to these vehicles, including pressure testing, gas testing (for in-Alvin components) power, 
data delivery, etc. 
I understood how to develop a draft cruise plan, including mobilization, transit times, ways to maximize 
science outcomes related to the proposed effort using the ship and assets 24/7, demobilization. 
I knew how to log samples, develop a useful cruise report, and meet NSF data management obligations.  
I understood that work with the NDSF and ship operators was a collaborative effort that would benefit 
from really good communication beginning with the proposal preparation, during the cruise, and followed 
by constructive feedback after the cruise.   
I knew that a seagoing NSF proposal should include statements of the research question(s), objectives, 
approaches, timeline, project coordination, and a data management plan, among other things. 
I understood that I could discuss ideas for use of NDSF assets with the NDSF Chief Scientist during the 
proposal development process. 
I knew that a shiptime request accompanied the proposal and that in it, I would also request the total 
number of days on station for Alvin, Jason, Sentry ops required, the size of the science party, and NDSF 
science berths required. 
I understood the different roles of individuals in the NDSF teams. 
I understood the different roles of individuals in the ship’s crew. 
I understood how NDSF vehicle position is determined and what affects the accuracy. 
In my previous cruise experience(s), I was not able to observe most or any of the major decision-making 
processes. 
 
Open Comment Box 
 
Part II.  Leadership 
Likert Scale: 1 - strongly disagree, 2 - disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - agree, 5- strongly agree 
 
Since participating in this leadership program: 
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I am now better prepared to generate straw plans to guide team discussions toward a workable plan using 
NDSF assets. 
I have a better understanding of how to develop and maximize sampling and data priorities of all scientific 
teams involved in a multidisciplinary cruise. 
I appreciate better the benefits of delegating responsibilities to promote initiative and to achieve team 
goals. 
This program gave me a new understanding of the value of transparency in how critical decisions are made 
regarding operations and how science prioritization takes place at sea. 
I now understand the scope of planning that can be done during proposal preparation and in preparing 
for a field expedition. 
I now realize that NSF, UNOLS, ship operators, and the National Deep Submergence Facility all are eager 
to work with me to develop credible proposals and to get the most out of the vehicle. 
I feel I will be a more capable Chief Scientist at sea as an outcome of this experience. 
 
Part III. Telepresence 
Likert Scale: 1 - strongly disagree, 2 - disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - agree, 5- strongly agree 
 
I am now familiar with the potential of telepresence-enabled science. 
I will likely use telepresence approaches in my field research within the next five years. 
After this experience, I realize I cannot or do not wish to engage in telepresence-enabled research from 
shore. 
Open Comment Box 
 
Part IV. Science Communication 
Likert Scale: 1 - strongly disagree, 2 - disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - agree, 5- strongly agree 
 
I have a better sense of the difference between communicating with scientific peers and communicating 
with members of the public. 
I have a better appreciation of the value of working with my institution’s news office.  
I feel ready to tackle a science café or live museum presentation, talking about my experience with sea 
floor science assets such as Atlantis, Sentry and Alvin. 
I feel I could handle an interaction with a policy maker or a funder who lacks my scientific background. 
This cruise gave me more experience speaking in plain language with a bright light and a camera in my 
face.  
I feel better about my ability to handle a video interview, should the opportunity arise. 
I expanded my understanding of social media as a tool for scientific outreach. 
I used social media to share my science with new audiences during this cruise.  
 
Part V Knowledge Assessment: Details 
Multiple responses for a question are allowed. 
 
A UNOLS Ship Time Request (STR) form should be submitted 

o Before proposal is written 

o As proposal is being developed 

o After proposal is submitted to NSF 

o After proposal has been approved for funding 
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The most important criteria for a successful research proposal are: 

o clear definition of scientific goals and motivation 

o experiment design (both field and laboratory) 

o low budget 
 

In selecting team members for your multi-disciplinary project, you should emphasize 

o scientific needs and a person's expertise in relation to project goals 

o a person's standing in the field 

o whether you agree scientifically with a potential collaborator 
 

What control, if any, do you have over who might review your proposal? 

o none 

o I can suggest reviewers 

o I can indicate people who should be excluded 
 

Who is responsible for scheduling shiptime for a funded NDSF proposal? 

o NSF science program officer 

o Institutional ship operator 

o PI of the proposal 

o NDSF Team 

o OCE facilities program officer 
 

What should you do upon notification that your seagoing NDSF proposal will be funded? 

o Check/update STR 

o Start lobbying institutional ship operator for your time slot 

o Tell NDSF when you want to sail 

o Discuss scheduling options with science program officer 

o Start lobbying OCE facilities program officer for your time slot 

o Contact UNOLS office to discussion options 
 
What is the difference between proposing use of NDSF vehicles vs other deep submergence (DS) assets? 

o Nothing 

o The NSF science program covers costs of other deep-submergence assets, the NSF-OCE facilities 
program covers costs of NDSF vehicles 

o NSF facilities program covers costs of other deep-submergence materials/transport and NSF 
science program covers costs of personnel for other deep submergence groups 
 

You want to bring your own equipment/instrument on Alvin, what needs to be done? 

o Show up at departure port 2 days early to work with NDSF to integrate it with the vehicle 

o Pressure tests for pressure vessels and gas tests for in-hull equipment must be conducted to Alvin 
standards in a rated facility months before cruise 
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o Discuss plugs/connectors with NDSF group 
 

 
Approximately how much terrain can Alvin cover in a single dive? 

 
 

Approximately how much area can Sentry cover in a single swath bathymetry mapping mission? 
 
 

Approximately how much ground can Sentry cover in a single photomosaicking mission? 
 
What is/are the key factor(s) that determine the limit of resolution (size of object/feature detected) of 
observations achieved by a deep submergence vehicle? 
 
What is the main role of telepresence for science? 

o Save money by sailing fewer scientists 

o Provide wider access to the seafloor 

o Allow multi-disciplinary teams to work efficiently on research in remote regions 

o Conduct marine research in a modern technological manner 

o Distribute initial findings of a study in the fastest possible manner 
 
What are the advantages of telepresence-enabled science? 
 
Are there disadvantages associated with using telepresence-enabled science? 
 
Evaluation of the training experience 

 
most important thing(s) learned: 
most important thing(s) still unclear: 

 
What part(s) of training experience were effective 
 
What part(s) of training experience were not effective and why? 
 
What is the likelihood that you will continue a multi-disciplinary collaboration with ECS co-participant(s)  

o unlikely 

o possible 

o likely 
 
When do you plan to submit a proposal to NSF for a field program with deep-submergence assets? 

o never 

o within 1-2 yr 

o within 3-5 yr 

o several over next decade 
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To which agencies do you expect to submit proposal(s) using deep-submergence assets in the next 5 
years?  Check all that apply 

o NSF 

o ONR 

o NOAA 

o DOE 

o USGS 

o BOEM/MMS 

o Other (please name) 
 
Did this program change your perception of the purpose, capabilities and availability of the UNOLS Fleet?  
Very much 
 Moderately 
Very little 
Not at all  
 
Did this program change your perception of the purpose, capabilities and availability of Deep 
Submergence facilities?  
Very much 
Moderately 
Very little 
Not at all  
 
How did this program affect the likelihood that you will request ship time for future research? Increased 
No change 
Decreased  
 
Were you able to complete useful research sampling or measurements on this cruise?  
Very much 
Moderately 
Very little 
Not at all  
 
Did this cruise/telepresence help you to form new collaborations with other scientists?  
Yes  
No  
Not sure  
 
Did this cruise broaden your knowledge of oceanographic methods or techniques used by other 
disciplines?  
Yes  
No  
Not sure  
 
Were the mentors of the cruise helpful before and during the cruise/telepresence?  
Very much 
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Moderately 
Very little 
Not at all  
 
Do you feel you are now prepared to lead an oceanographic research cruise/telepresence?  
Yes  
No  
Please explain your response  
 
Would you recommend that the NSF and ONR support more training cruises of this kind?  
Yes  
No  
Please explain your response  
 
Please use the space below to give any other feedback on this program.  
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APPENDIX 9.  Assessment, Remote Participants 
 
I. PRE-CRUISE TRAINING (26-27 July) 
1. To what extent did you tune in to the live feeds of the pre-cruise training sessions? 

A few minutes 
Most of Day 1 
Most of Day 2 
Most of both days 

 
2. Have you or will you likely watch any of the archived video of the pre-cruise sessions? 

Yes 
No 
If yes, please indicate which topics/sessions are likely to be most important to you as an 
ECS? 

 
3. If you did watch the pre-cruise training sessions (archived or live), which content was most 
useful to you? 

UNOLS content 
NDSF content 
Telepresence content 
Science communication content 
Science content 
Other (please explain) 

 
II. AT-SEA TRAINING 
LEG 1 (Telepresence <<50% functional) 
4. To what extent did you tune in to live feeds during the first leg? 

1 time 
2-5 times 
6-10 times 
>10 times 

 
LEG 2 (Telepresence >90% functional) 
5. To what extent did you tune in to live feeds during the second leg? 

1 time 
2-5 times 
6-10 times 
>10 times 

 
6. If you tuned in more than a few times, which sessions were most useful to you as an Early 
Career Scientist? 

Science planning sessions (usually around 1300h EDT; sometimes ad lib) 
Training sessions (usually around 1115 h EDT) 
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Science debriefs (usually around 1830 h EDT) 
Live feeds of launch and recovery 
Other 
 

Email updates 
7.  How useful were email updates of what was going on? 
 Very useful; wish there were more of them 
 Too much in-coming mail! 
 Spotty – would have been of better use if updates were more regular. 
 Please elaborate. 
 
Twitter Feed 
8. Did you follow #SeafloorSci? 
 All the time 
 Checked in every day 
 Didn’t look at all 
 
9. If you did follow #SeafloorSci, was it 
 Useful for following the science? 
 Useful for outreach and science communication? 
 Other value?  Please comment. 

 
 

GENERAL FEEDBACK 
Please help us understand if you imagine a remote training opportunity for ECS during a cruise 
could be useful to ECS.  What training would you find most valuable, that you could not get 
through some other means?  For example, what recommendations do you have for the 
content, structure, and duration of such training during a cruise?   
 
 
 


